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I. Introduction

In a few days the Senate Judiciary Committee will

hold public hearings on the nomination of Sandra O'Connor

to serve as a Justice of the United States Supreme Court.

There is currently a great deal of interest in what questions

Senators will ask Judge O'Connor at the hearings, and in

whether she ought to answer specific questions about her

views on constitutional questions. This interest has been

generated partly because of the controversy over Judge

O'Connor's public record on the abortion issue, but also

because of a relative uncertainty, among Senators and

the interested public, about her general constitutional

philosophy. In her public career as a legislator and

as a state court judge, Judge O'Connor had few occasions

on which to express her opinions on constitutional questions.

The Senate advice and consent hearings, therefore, will

constitute an unusually large part of the public record

when the Senate votes on her nomination. It is thus

especially important that Senators be informed on the

proper scope of questioning at advice and consent hearings

on Supreme Court nominees.

Understandably but unfortunately, most of what has

been said and written on this question has been in the

context of specific questions to specific nominees. The
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Senators and the nominees concerned tend not to have given

the question much advance consideration, and they tend to

divide up according to their relative enthusiasm for the

nomination at hand, with the strongest opponents favoring

the broadest scope for questioning and some of the nominees

themselves taking the narrowest view. Before turning to

the record of prior confirmation hearings, therefore, it

will be helpful to consider whether any rules for questioning

can be deduced from generally accepted propositions about

the role of a Supreme Court Justice and the role of the

Senate in advising and consenting to Court nominations.

The controversy over questioning at confirmation

hearings stems from a tension between two incontrovertible

propositions: First, the Senate has a duty to exercise its

advice and consent function with the most careful consideration

and the greatest possible knowledge of all factors that might

bear on whether the nominee will be a good or a bad Supreme

Court Justice. Second, a Justice of the Supreme Court owes

the litigants in each case his honest judgment on what the

law is, and such judgment would be compromised if a nominee

were to promise his vote on a particular case or class of

cases in an effort to facilitate his confirmation.

These w o duties are in tension but not necessarily

in contradiction. They suggest a series of standards by

which to judge the propriety of a question put to a

Supreme Court nominee at advice and consent hearings:

1) Does the question seek information that it would

be proper for a Senator to consider in deciding whether to

vote for or against a nominee's confirmation?

2) Can the nominee answer the question without violating

his obligation to decide honestly and impartially all the

cases that will come before him as a Justice?
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3) If there is a possibility that by answering the

question the nominee might risk a violation of his future

obligations as a Justice, but the information is relevant

to the decision the Senator must make, can the information

be obtained in some other way than by asking the nominee?

4) If relevant information cannot be obtained otherwise

than by asking the nominee, can the question be asked and

answered in such a way as to minimize the risk of compromising

the nominee's future obligation as a Justice?

It is the purpose of this memorandum to inquire whether,

according to these standards, it would be proper for Senators

to expect Judge O'Connor to answer specific questions about

her views on constitutional law. The memorandum will also

deal with the propriety of questions and answers about the

nominee's views on social, economic and political matters.

Precisely because these two classes of questions are closely

related, it is important to bear in mind that they present

different problems. For instance, the question whether a

nominee personally favors abortion (or the death penalty,

or pornography) may be asked and answered with little risk

of compromising a future case, since a judge's personal

views on the merits of an issue are supposed to be

irrelevant to his judgment on whether the Constitution

requires or prohibits a certain result; yet exactly

insofar as the nominee's personal views are irrelevant

to future cases, it may be improper for a Senator to

cast his confirmation vote on the basis of what those

personal views are. A nominee's views on whether laws against

abortion are constitutional, however or on any other

constitutional question are highly relevant to the

nominee's future performance as a Supreme Court Justice,

and may therefore be a proper reason for a Senator to vote

for or against confirmation; yet it has been suggested that
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a nominee may not share these highly relevant views with

Senators, lest their expression be construed as a promise

to vote a certain way in a future case.

With regard to the nominee's views on questions of

constitutional law, therefore, and also with regard to

political, social and economic views, this memorandum will

consider first whether such views may properly

be considered by Senators in casting their confirmation

votes. The next inquiry will be whether expression of

such views at confirmation hearings could be a basis for

disqualifying a Justice from participating in the Court's

consideration of a case, or might otherwise be regarded

as tainting the Justice's participation in such a case.

Finally, illustrative questions, answers and approaches

to the problem taken by Senators and nominees at past

confirmation hearings will be discussed.

II. The Scope of the Duty to Advise and Consent to Supreme

Court Nominations.

Article II, section 2 of the Constitution provides

that the President "shall nominate, and by and with the

Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint . . .

Judges of the supreme Court . . . ." There is broad

agreement among constitutional scholars that the Senate's

duty to "advise and consent" to Supreme Court nominations

is at the very least an obligation to be more than a

rubber stamp for the President's choices. The most widely

cited modern discussion of the question is by Professor

Charles Black of the Yale Law School, who wrote in 1970

that "a judge's judicial work is . . . influenced and

formed by his whole lifeview, by his economic and political

comprehensions, and by his sense, sharp or vague, of where

justice lies in respect of the great questions of his time."

Professor Black argued that in voting on whether to jonfirm
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judges who, unlike officials of the executive branch,

"are not the President's people. God forbid!" Senators

have a duty to consider the judge's views on such questions,

just as the President considers their views in deciding

whether to nominate them. "In a world that knows that a man's

social philosophy shapes his judicial behavior, that philosophy

is a factor in a man's fitness. If it is a philosophy the

Senator thinks will make a judge whose service on the Bench

will hurt the country, then the Senator can do right only by

treating this judgment of his, unecumbered by deference to

the President's, as a satisfactory basis in itself for a

negative vote."3

Charles Black is a great and honest scholar whose

work has long been admired by students of the Constitution

of all political and philosophical views, but it is not

inappropriate to note that he is a liberal Democrat who

was writing in an age when the President was a conservative

Republican and the Senate was controlled by liberal Democrats.

It is interesting to observe the similarity of Black's views

to those expressed in 1959 by William Rehnquist, a conservative

Republican who had then recently served as a Supreme Court

clerk. Discussing the Senate debate on the nomination of

Justice Charles Whittaker, Rehnquist complained that the

discussion had

succeeded in adducing only the following facts:
(a) proceeds from skunk trapping in rural Kansas
assisted him in obtaining his early education;
(b) he was both fair and able in his decisions as
a judge of the lower federal courts; (c) he was the
first Missourian ever appointed to the Supreme Court;
(d) since he had been born in Kansas but now resided
in Missouri, his nomination honored two states.^

Rehnquist distinguished the Senate's duty in voting on

the nomination of a judge of s lower federal court whose

principal duty is to apply rules laid down by the Supreme

Court, and whose integrity, education and legal ability are
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the paramount factors in his qualification from the

confirmation of a Supreme Court Justice:

The Supreme Court, in interpreting the
constitution, is the highest authority in the
land. Nor is the law of the constitution just
"there," waiting to be applied in the same sense
that an inferior court may match precedents.
There are those who bemoan the absence of stare
decisis in constitutional law, but of its absence
there can be no doubt. And it is no accident that
the provisions of the constitution which have been
most productive of judicial law-making the
"due process of law" and "equal protection of the
laws" clauses are about the vaguest and most
general of any in the instrument. The Court in
Brown v. Board of Education, [347 U.S. 483 (1954)],
held in effect that the framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment left it to the Court to decide what "due
process" and "equal protection" meant. Whether or
not the framers thought this, it is sufficient for
this discussion that the present Court thinks the
framers thought it.

Given this state of things in March, 1957, what
could have been more important to the Senate than
Mr. Justice Whittaker's views on equal protection
and due process? . . . . The only way for the Senate
to learn of these [views] is to "inquire of men on
their way to the Supreme Court something of their
views on these questions."

Both the Black and the Rehnquist articles take the

position that it is proper for Senators to vote for or

against Supreme Court nominees on the basis of social,

economic and political views. It is important to note that

the basis for this position is the suggestion that, rightly

or wrongly, such views are likely to affect the future

Justice's positions on questions of constitutional law.

Therefore it is at least as proper for Senators to vote

on the basis of nominees' views about the meaning of the

Constitution per se the text and history of the

document itself as on the basis of views that are

relevant only insofar as they will indirectly affect

the Justice's constitutional philosophy.

It is also important to note that some students of

the Constitution believe that at least some parts of the

Constitution really are "there," with clear meanings and
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leaving little room for injection of the judge's own

views. If a Senator believed that a certain constitutional

question had a right answer and a wrong answer, then it

would be at least as proper for the Senator to vote

against a Court nominee who disagreed with him on this

question as it would be for the Senator to vote against

a nominee whose social or political philosophy made it

likely that he would disagree with the Senator in an

area where the text of the Constitution was less clear.

This is especially true today, when disagreements over

constitutional law are often framed in terms of whether

the Court ought to "make law" or "interpret the Constitution.

To the extent that a Senator believed that a judge could

reach a certain result only by "making law," that Senator

would be justified in voting against a nominee who reached

that result. The difference in result would be evidence

of a difference in constitutional philosophy.

Other scholars have generally agreed that social

and economic philosophy, insofar as they reflect on a

judge's likely position on constitutional issues, are

legitimate bases on which Senators might vote to confirm

or reject Supreme Court nominees. As recently as last

May two prominent constitutional law professors, testifying

before the Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers in

opposition to the proposed Human Life Bill, suggested that

the advice and consent power may legitimately be used to

influence the Supreme Court's decisions on constitutional

questions. Professor Laurence Tribe of the Harvard Law

School testified that "Congress has not been without
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important devices for making its will felt and known through

amending the Constitution . . . . However, apart from amendment

there are other measures. . . . There are a great many things

that can be done legislatively, not the least of which is

expressed through the power of advice and consent in the

Senate when appointments are made to the United States

Supreme Court." Professor William Van Alstyne of Duke

University Law School agreed with Professor Tribe that "[i]t

is not illicit of Congress to make its displeasure [with a

Supreme Court decision or a pattern of such decisions] felt

incidental to the appointment process."8 These remarks were

made in response to a question by Senator East asking what

actions Congress might take to effect a reversal of Roe v.

Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the Supreme Court decision holding

that the Constitution contains a right to abortion.

If a Senator may legitimately vote to confirm or

reject a nominee because of the nominee's positions on

questions of constitutional law or related questions of

social and economic policy and especially if, as

Black and Rehnquist suggest, a Senator may have a duty

to base his vote at least partly on the nominee's views —

then the Senator ought to have some way of ascertaining

what these views are. Before turning to whether a

nominee's future obligations as a Justice may bar him

from answering questions which the Senator otherwise seems

to have a duty to ask, one should observe that the nominee's

views, unlike his other qualifications, will often be

difficult for the Senator to ascertain except by directly

asking the nominee. Education and experience can be reduced

to lines on a resume. Integrity can be attested to by

witnesses other than the nominee. Even the presence or

absence of a "judicial temperament" might be deduced by
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observation of a nominee testifying on subjects that are

general and in no way sensitive. Yet unless the nominee

has a long prior record of writings, speeches, and/or

lower court opinions on constitutional issues a condition

met by many Supreme Court nominees, but not by Judge O'Connor •

the advice and consent hearings constitute the only forum

in which Senators can learn of the nominee's philosophy.

It should also be observed that useful knowledge about

questions of constitutional law will rarely be gained except

through specific answers to specific questions, usually about

actual or hypothetical cases. Almost all Supreme Court

nominees have testified that they are "strict constructionists'

who believe courts should always "interpret the Constitution"

and never "make law." Justice Blackmun, for instance,

testified at his confirmation hearings that

I personally feel that the Constitution is a
document of specified words and construction.
I would do my best not to have my decision affected
by my personal ideas and philosophy, but would
attempt to construe that instrument in the light
of what I feel is its definite and determined

meaning.

Several years later Justice Blackmun wrote the Court's

opinion in Roe v. Wade, supra, which is generally regarded

as among the most extreme examples of judicial preference
o

for "personal ideas and philsophy" over textual and

historical sources of constitutional law. Justice Fortas,

a Warren Court member generally regarded as a "liberal,"

was asked to what extent he believed "the Court should attempt

to bring about social and economic changes," to which he
10

responded, "Zero, absolutely zero." Professor L.A. Powe

of the University of Texas Law School concludes that "Senate

questioning has proved astonishingly ineffective in eliciting

the desired information. Questions can always be answered

less specifically than desired. . . . If the questions were
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inartfully drawn and left room for maneuvering, one can

fault the senators, but the nominees understood the purposes

of the questions their responses simply were not designed

to assist the Senate."

Labels can be misleading. A judicial nominee might

sincerely consider himself a "strict constructionist" and

yet believe that the Constitution guarantees rights to

abortion, racial balance in the public schools by means of

mandatory busing, and other things that an equally conscientious

Senator might regard as evidence that the nominee is reading

his own social, political and economic views into the

Con stitution. By the same token, a self-styled "progressive"

nominee might believe in a "living Constitution" yet be

convinced that the Constitution does not forbid the states

from operating segregated schools. If the nominee has a

duty not to discuss specific doctrines and specific past

Supreme Court cases, which are the building blocks of doctrines --

then he has a duty not to provide the Senate with more than

labels and slogans. These will not help, and may actually

obstruct, Senators in performance of their duty to advise

and consent only to nominees whose views they believe to be

consistent with the Constitution.

III. Statements at Confirmation Hearings as Bases for

Disqualification or as Evidence of Prejudice

A nominee's discussion of questions of constitutional

law at confirmation hearings, outside the context of specific

pending cases, is not a proper basis for his disqualification

from cases involving these questions that come before the

Court after his confirmation. Nor should such discussion

be viewed as evidence that the nominee will not honestly

and impartially decide future cases.

The statute governing disqualification of Supreme

Court Justices is 28 USC § 455, which provides:
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Any Justice or judge of the United States shall
disqualify himself in any case in which he has a
substantial interest, has been of counsel, is or has
been a material witness, or is so related to or
connected with any party or his attorney as to
render it improper, in his opinion, for him to sit
on the trial, or appeal, or other proceeding therein.

In the case of Laird v. Tatum, 409 U.S. 824 (1972),

respondents had urged Justice Rehnquist to disqualify

himself. One ground for the proposed disqualification was

that prior to his nomination as a Supreme Court Justice

he had publicly spoken about the constitutional issues that

were raised in the case. After noting that the statute

did not seem to require disqualification on the ground that

the Justice had made public statements, Justice Rehnquist

stated that public statements about the case itself might

constitute a discretionary ground for disqualification, but

he sharply distinguished public statements about what the

Constitution provides, outside the context of the specific

case on which disqualification is demanded. Rehnquist1 s history

of the modern Court's attitude toward public statements

by Justices disposes of the argument that such statements

are grounds for disqualification:

My impression is that none ot hearings on the subject of the bill
the former Justices of this Court and presented the favorable report
since 1911 have followed a practice of that Committee to the Senate.
of disqualifying themselves in cases See 5 Rep No 384, 75th Cong. 1st
involving points of law with respect Sess (1937). Nonetheless, he sat in
to which they had expressed an the case which upheld the constitu-
opinion or formulated policy prior to tionality of that Act, United States
ascending to the bench. v Darby, 312 US 100, 35 L Ed 609,

Mr." Justice Black while in the 6 1 S Ct 451. 132 ALR 1430 (1941),
Senate was one of the principal and in later cases construing it, in-
authors of the Fair Labor Standards eluding Jewel Ridge Coal Corp. v
Act; indeed, it is cited in the 1970 Local 6167, UMW, 325 US 161, 89
edition of the United States Code as L Ed 1534, 65 S Ct 1063 (1945).
the "Black-Connery Fair Labor In the latter case, a petition for
Standards Act." Not only did he rehearing requested that he disqual-
introduce one of the early versions ify himself because one of his former
of the Act, but as Chairman of the law partners argued the case, and
Senate Labor and Education Com- Justices Jackson and Frankfurter
mittee he presided over lengthy may be said to have implicitly crit-
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•cceri him for failing to do s*. .J But
to my knowledge his Sena e role
with respect to the Act was never
a source of criticism for his partici-
pation in the above cases.

Justice Frankfurter had, pi'or to
coming to this Court, written exten-
sively in the field of labor law. "The
Labor Injunction" which he and
Nathan Green co-authored was con-
sidered a classical critique of the
abuses by the federal

courts of their
equitable jurisdiction in the area of
labor relations. Professor Sanford
H. Kadish has stated:

"The book was in no sense a dis-
interested inquiry. Its authors'
commitment to the judgment
that the labor injunction should
be neutralized as a legal weapon
against unions gives the book its
energy and direction. It is, then,
a brief, even a 'downright brief
as a critical reviewer would have
it." Kadish, Labor and the Law,
in Felix Frankfurter The Judge
165 (W. Mendelson ed 1964).

Justice Frankfurter had not only
publicly expressed his views, but had
when a law professor played an im-
portant, perhaps dominant, pan in
the drafting of the Norris-La-
Guardia Act, 47 Stat 70, 29 USC
§§101-115 [29 USCS §§101-115].
This Act was designed by its pro-
ponents to correct the abusive use
by the federal courts of their injunc-
tive powers in labor disputes. Yet
in addition to sitting in one of the
leading cases interpreting the scope
of the Act, United States v Hutche-
son, 312 US 219, 85 L Ed 788, 61 S
Ct 463 (1941), Justice Frankfurter
wrote the Court's opinion.

Justice Jackson in McGrath v
Christensen, 340 US 162, 95 L Ed

173, 71 6 C: 224 (195U), participated
in a case raising exactly the same
issue which he had decided as Attor-
ney General (in a way opposite to
that in which the Court decided it),
340 US, at 176, 95 L Ed 173. Mr.
Frank notes that Chief Justice Vin-
son, who had been active in drafting
and preparing tax legislation while a
member of the House of Representa-
tives, never hesitated to sit in cases
involving that legislation when he
was Chief Justice.

Two years before he was ap-
pointed Chief Justice of this Court,
Charles Evans Hughes wrote a.book
entitled The Supreme Court of the
United States (Columbia University
Press. 1928). In a chapter entitled
"Liberty, Property, and Social Jus-
tice" he discussed at some length
the doctrine expounded in the case
of Adkins v Children's Hospital. 261
US 525, 67 L Ed 785, 43 S Ct 394,
24 ALR 1238 (1923). I think that
one

would be warranted in saying
that he implied some reservations
about the holding of that case. See
po. 205. 209-211. Nine years later,
Chief Justice Hughes authored the
Court's opinion in West Coast Hotel
Co. v Parrish, 300 US 379, 81 L Ed
703, 57 S Ct 578, 108 ALR 1330
(1937), in which a closely divided
Court overruled Adkins. I have
never heard any suggestion that be-
cause of his discussion of the sub-
ject in his book he should have re-
cused himself.

Mr. Frank summarizes his view of
Supreme Court practice as to dis-
qualification in the following words:

"In short, Supreme Court Justices
disqualify when they have a dol-
lar interest; when they are related
to a party and more recently, when
theyjlarelrelateditojcounselland
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when the particular matter was in
one of their former law offices
during their association; or, when
in the government, they dealt with
the precise matter and particu-
larly with the precise case; other-
wise, generally no." Frank,
supra, 35 Law- & Contemporary
Problems, at 50.

Not only is the sort of public
statement disqualification upon
which respondents rely not covered
by the terms of the applicable stat-
ute, then, but it does not appear to
me to be supported by the practice
of previous Justices of this Court.
Since there is little controlling au-
thority on the subject, and since un-
der the existing practice of the
Court disqualification has been a
matter of individual decision, I sup-
pose that one who felt very strongly
that public statement disqualifica-
tion is a highly desirable thing
might find a way to read it into the
discretionary portion of the statute
by implication. I find little to com-
mend the concept on its merits, how-
ever, and I am, therefore, not dis-
posed to construe the statutory
language to embrace it.

I do not doubt that a litigant in
the position of respondents would
much prefer to argue his case be-
fore

a Court none of whose members
had expressed the views that I ex-
pressed about the relationship be-
tween surveillance and First Amend-
ment rights while serving as an
Assistant Attorney General. I
would think it likewise true that
counsel for Darby would have pre-
ferred not to have to argue before
Mr. Justice Black; that counsel for

cfriaeii >»v~*v» : .a>c p r e i e r r e d
not to argue before Mr. Justice
Jackson;* that counsel for the
United States would have preferred
not to argue before Mr. Justice
Frankfurter; and that counsel for
West Coast Hotel Co. would have
preferred a Court which did not in-
clude Chief Justice Hughes.

The Term of this Court just past
bears eloquent witness to the fact
that the Justices of this Court, each
seeking to resolve close and diffi-
cult questions of constitutional in-
terpretation, do not reach identical
results. The differences must be at
least in some part due to differing
jurisprudential or philosophical pro-
pensities.

Mr. Justice Douglas' state-
ment about federal district judges
in his dissenting opinion in Chandler
v Judicial Council. 398 US 74, 137,
26 L Ed 2d 100, 90 S Ct 1648 (1970),
strikes me as being equally true of
the Justices of this Court:

"Judges are not fungible; they
cover the constitutional spectrum;
and a particular judge's err.phasis
may make a world of difference
when it comes to rulings on evi-
dence, the temper of the court-
room, the tolerance for the prof-
fered defense, and the like. Law-
yers recognize this when they
talk about 'shopping' for a judge;
Senators recognize this when they
are asked to give their 'advice and
consent' to judicial appointments;
laymeji recognize this

when they
appraise the quality and image of
the judiciary in their own com-
munity."

Since most Justices come to this
bench no earlier than their middle
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•.ears, it would be unusual if they
had not by that time formulated at
least some tentative notions which
would influence them in their inter-
pretation of the sweeping clauses of
the Constitution and their inter-
action with one another. It would
be not merely unusual, but extra-
ordinary, if they had not at least
jriven opinions as to constitutional
;>sue3 in their previous legal careers.
Proof that a Justice's mind at the
time he joined the Courr was a
complete tabula rasa in the area of
constitutional adjudication would be
evidence of lack of qualification, not
lack of bias.

' Yet whether these opinions
have become at all widely known
may depend entirely on happen-
stance. With respect to those who
come here directly from private life,
such comments or opinions may
never have been publicly uttered.
But it would be unusual if those
coming' from policy making divisions
in the Executive Branch, from the
Senate or House of Representatives,
or from positions in state govern-
ment had not divulged at least some
hint of their general approach to
public affairs, if not as to particular
issues of law. Indeed, the clearest
case of all is that of a Justice who
comes to this Court from a lower
court, and has, while sitting as a
judge of the lower court, had occa-
sion to pass on an issue which later
comes before this Court. No more
compelling example could be found
of a situation in which a Justice had
previously committed himself. Yet
it is not and could not rationally be
suggested that, so long as the cases
be different, a Justice of this Court
should disqualify himself for that
reason. See, e.g., the opinion of Mr.

Justice Harlan. joining in Lewis v
Manufacturers National Bank. 364
US 603. 610, 5 L Ed 2d 323. 81 S
Ct 347 (1961). Indeed, there is
weighty authority for this proposi-
tion even when the cases are

the
same. Justice Holmes, after his
appointment to this Court, sat in
several cases which reviewed deci-
sions of the Supreme Judicial Court
of Massachusetts rendered, with his
participation, while he was Chief
Justice of that court. See Worcester
v Street R. Co. 196 US 539, 49 L
Ed 591, 25 S Ct 327 (1905), review-
ing, 182 Mass 49 (1902); Dunbar v
Dunbar, 190 US 340, 47 L Ed 1084.
23 S Ct 757 (1903). reviewing, 180
Mass 170 (1901); Glidden v Har-
rington, 189 US 255, 47 L Ed 798,
23 S Ct 574 (1903), reviewing, 179
Mass 486 (1901); and Williams v
Parker, 188 US 491, 47 L Ed 559,
23 S Ct 440 (1903), reviewing, 174
Mass 476 (1899).

Mr. Frank sums the matter up
this way:

"Supreme Court Justices are
strong minded men, and on the
general subject matters which
come before them, they do have
propensities; the course of deci-
sion cannot be accounted for in
any other way." Frank, supra,
35 Law & Contemporary Prob-
lems, at 48.

The fact that some aspect of
these propensities may have been
publicly articulated prior to coming
to this Court cannot, in my opinion,
be regarded as anything more than
a random circumstance which should
not by itself form a basis for dis-
qualification.1*

87-101 O—81 13
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409 U.S. at 831-36 (footnotes omitted.)

Since a Justice has discretion to disqualify h'-se^t

whenever his past association with a case would rake

it improper for him to sit on the case, the consistent

refusal of Justices to disqualify themselves in areas

where they had previously expressed their views on the

law strongly suggests that these Justices did not regard

such statements as evidence of prejudice. If a statement

prior to nomination would not constitute prejudice, then

neither would the same statement made after nomination but

before confirmation — nor, for that matter, a statement

about an abstract question of constitutional law or about

a past Supreme Court case by a sitting Justice. As Justice

Rehnquist concluded in Laird, supra;

The oath . . . taken by each person upon
becoming a member of the federal judiciary
requires that he "administer justice without
respect to persons, and do equal right to the
poor and to the rich," that he "faithfully
and impartially discharge and perform all
.the duties incumbent upon [him] . . . agreeably
to the Constitution and laws of the United
States." Every litigant is entitled to
have his case heard by a judge mindful of this
oath. But neither the oath, the disqualification
statute, nor the practice of the former Justices
of this Court guarantee a litigant that each
judge will start off from dead center in his
willingness or ability to reconcile the opposing
arguments of counsel with his understanding
of the Constitution and the law.

409 U.S. at 838-39.

The most persuasive argument against discussion of

specific questions of constitutional law by nominees at

confirmation hearings is not that this will prejudice their

decisions in future cases, but that they will be tempted

to alter their positions in order to facilitate confirmation,

or that the public will perceive such trimming even if it

does not actually occur. Indeed, Justice Rehnquist added a

footnote in his Laird opinion expressing this concern:
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In terms of propriety rather than disqualification,
I would distinguish quite sharply between a public
statement made prior to nomination for the bench on
the one hand, and a public statement made by a
nominee to the bench. For the latter to express
any but the most general observation, about the
law would suggest that, in order to obtain favorable
consideration of his nomination, he deliberately was
announcing in advance, without benefit of judicial
oath, briefs, or argument, how he would decide a
particular question that might come before him as a
judge.

409 U.S. at 836 n.5. This statement is in direct conflict

with the sentiments expressed in Rehnquist's 1959 article

on the need to "inquire of men on their way to the Supreme

Court something of their views on these questions," but it

is not unpersuasive. Indeed, if it were not so important

that Senators have the necessary information with which to

comply fully with their duty to advise and consent to Supreme

Court nominations, Rehnquist's concern about the appearance

of impropriety might be dispositive. If, however, a way can

be found for the nominee to share relevant information with

the Senate without giving rise to a suspicion of bribery

or blackmail, then the duty to cast an intelligent vote

on the nomination and the nominee's duty to assist

Senators in casting such votes by answering candidly all

relevant and proper questions become paramount.

The tension between the Senators' and the nominee's

respective duties can be resolved, first, by a good faith

effort to understand each other's problems. Such understanding

would entail a mutual recognition that a candid discussion

of a question of constitutional law at a confirmation hearing

is not a promise to vote a certain way. This is true

precisely because of the judicial oath cited by Justice

Rehnquist in his Laird opinion. A Supreme Court Justice

promises to consider all arguments raised by counsel in

briefs and oral arguments in all the cases that will come

before him. There is also the prospect of collegial
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decision-making, and of the changes that time, experience

and study can effect in any person's attitudes and beliefs.

Insofar as a statement that Roe v. Wade was wrongly decided

o r B r o w n v. Board of Education rightly decided is not given

or taken as a promise of a vote in all future cases on abortion

or civil rights, the spectres of bribery and blackmail are

banished. Nor is it too much to expect of our Supreme

Court nominees enough integrity to resist the temptation

actually to change their views, or to pretend such a change,

in order to secure confirmation.

Even with the best of faith, some questions will go

too far. It is improper for a nominee to comment on a

specific pending case, because here the appearance of

impropriety the possibility that expectations will

be raised which the Justice will be reluctant to disappoint,

and consequently the Justice's unwillingness to give full

consideration to a specific set of briefs and oral arguments

is far greater than in a case where a Felix Frankfurther

happens to sit in a labor case or a Thurgood Marshall in

a civil rights case. For the same reason, a hypothetical

question that is too similar to a case now pending before

the Court, or likely to come before it soon, would be

unacceptable. Insofar as actual prejudice can be avoided,

however, the prospect of improper appearances must be

balanced against the need of the Senate for information

on which to base the exercise of its constitutional duty.

The balance must be struck in such a way as to leave rhe

nominee free to discuss leading Supreme Court cases such

as Brown and Roe, without which an intelligent discussion of the

fundamental problems of constitutional law is impossible;

in such a way as to leave Senators with something more

than resumes and slogans as a basis for their decision.
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IV. An Illustrative History of Advice and Consent Hearings

For the last two decades the confirmation hearings
have evinced persistent Senate questioning of witnesses
about their beliefs on stare decisis, specific past
decisions of the Court, and their probable votes
in certain types of potential cases. The senators
who ask such questions have a simple position
given the importance of the Supreme Court and a
nominee's lifetime appointment, the Senate needs
all relevant facts in order to make informed decisions.
As Senator Ervin has stated, if the Senate "ought not
to be permitted to find out what his attitude is toward
the Constitution, or what his philosophy is," then
"I don't see why the Constitution was so foolish as to
suggest that the nominee for the Supreme Court ought
to be confirmed by the Senate. Just give them [the

Executive] absolute power in the first place."

The history of Senate confirmation hearings reveals a

wide range of attitudes toward the proper scope of questioning,

with the attitudes of Senators ranging from Senator Ervin's

view to that expressed by Senator Hart, who in Justice

Fortas's nomination to the Chief Justiceship urged his

colleagues not to ask questions that went beyond the past

written statements of the nominee. Likewise the

nominees have varied in their attitudes: Justice Minton

refused to appear before the committee on the ground

that "I might be required to express my views on highly

controversial and litigious issues affecting the Court,"

whereas Justice Blackmun predicted that he would vote to uphold the

death penalty except in cases where a state imposed it for

a pedestrian crossing against a red light.

The closest thing to an "official" position that

has emerged from the hearings was a ruling made by Chairman

Eastland during the Stewart hearings. Senator Hennings

raised a point of order suggesting that it was improper to

question the nominee on his "opinion as to any of the decisions

or the reasoning upon decisions . . . heretofore . . . handed

down by that court." Senator Eastland ruled that Senators

could ask any questions they liked, but that the nominee

was free to decline to answer any questions he thought
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improper. Senator Hennings withdrew his point of order

after several Senators had indicated their support for the

Eastland ruling. Since the Eastland ruling seems only to

state the obvious that no Senator will be prevented from

asking any question he likes, and no attempt will be made to

force a nominee to answer a question if he prefers not to

it is of little value as authority on what questions and

answers are proper.

The most common pattern in confirmation hearings at

which nominees appeared personally was for the nominee to

express reservations about discussing specific past Supreme

Court cases, and to decline to answer some questions on

this basis, but subsequently to answer others. The following

exchanges are typical:

Senator Ervin. . . . And if the Constitution means
the things that were announced in the opinions handed
down on May 20, 1968, why one of the smart judges
who served on the Supreme Court during the preceding
178 years did not discover it?

Justice Fortas. Senator, again, much as I would like
to discuss this, I am inhibited from doing it. I
respectfully note, if I may, sir, that the granddaddy
of all these cases, in my judgment . . . was the famous
Scottsboro case. It was in that case that Mr. Justice
Sutherland said that the critical period in a criminal
prosecution was from arraignment to trial arraignment
to trial. I think that can fairly be characterized as
dictum. But it was that statement that I think has been
sort of the granddaddy of all this.

Now here I have done something I should not have done.
I am sorry, sir.

Senator Mathias. . . . Now, I am wondering if, No. 1,
you think these cases should be overruled?

Mr. Powell. I would think perhaps, Senator Mathias,
it would be unwise for me to answer that question
directly. . . . Indeed on the facts in Escobido, I
think, the Court decided the case, plainly correctly,
but our concern was with respect to the scope of the
opinion rather than with the precise decision..Q

Mr. Rehnquist. Well, I certainly understand your
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interest, Senator. The expression of a view of a
nominee on the constitutionality of a measure pending
in Congress, I feel the nominee simply cannot answer.

Mr. Rehnquist. Let me answer it this way: To me,
the question of Congress1 authority to cut off the
funds under the appropriation power of the first
amendment is so clear that I have no hesitancy in
saying so, because I do not regard that as a debatable
constitutional question.

Mr. Rehnquist. Well, I suppose one is entitled to
take into account the fact that public education in
1954 is a much more significant institution in our
society than it was in 1896. That is not to say that
that means that the framers of the 14th amendment may
have meant one thing but now we change that, but just
that the rather broad language they used now has a
somewhat different application based on new
development in our society.

Senator Bayh. . . . Let me ask you this: Do you feel
that busing is a reasonable tool or a worthy tool or
that it is a useful instrument in accomplishing equal
educational opportunities, quality education for all
citizens?

Mr. Rehnquist. I have felt obligated to respond with my
personal views on busing because of the letter which I
wrote and I have done so with a good deal of reluctance
because of the fact that obviously busing has been
and is still a question of constitutional dimension in
view of some of the Supreme Court decisions, and I am loath
to expand on what I have previously said.

My personal opinion is that I remain of the same view
as to busing over long distances. The idea of transporting
people by bus in the interest of quality education is
certainly something I would feel I would want to consider
all the factors involved in. I think that is a legislative,
or at least a local school board, type of decision. j_g

Just as some nominees expressed a narrow view of what

questions they could properly answer and then tended to

answer rather more questions than they had intended, others

stated a relatively broad view and then answered fewer questions

than their general statement seemed to justify. For instance,

Justice Marshall repeatedly said that he was refusing to

answer only those questions that he actually expected to come

before the Court soon, not just those that might conceivably

come before the Court, and he indicated his willingness

"to discuss the fifth amendment and to look it up against
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the recent decisions of the'Supreme Court," but he found
20

reason to object to most specific questions.

It should also be noted that some judges who refused

to answer questions did so on a narrow ground. Brennan and

Stewart had both received recess appointments, and declined

to comment on cases on the grounds that they were sitting

Justices. Fortas, a sitting Justice during the hearings on

his nomination to be Chief Justice, also declined on this
11

ground. Harlan observed that he realized the Senators

had a problem, but that his record was well known and that

the Senators should vote on the basis of what they knew

about him. Frankfurter, who also declined to answer specific

questions, also had a voluminous public record on a wide

range of constitutional issues.

One issue that almost all nominees felt comfortable

discussing was the doctrine of stare decisis. Although a

nominee's views on stare decisis are at least as valuable

an indicator of his votes on future cases as are his views

on specific past Court decisions, no nominee objected to

discussing the doctrine on the ground that it might prejudice

his decision in some future case, and nominees including

Brennan, Fortas, Marshall and Rehnquist discussed the

doctrine and its application to constitutional law.

Most of the questions and answers in confirmation

hearings, however, have been in the unhelpful rhetorical

mode. Nominees have assured the committee that they are

strict constructionists who believe that the Court must

"interpret the Constitution" and never "make law" or

"amend the Constitution." Brennan, Marshall, Fortas and

Blackmun are among these adherents of the intentions of

the Framers. Only Haynsworth and Carswell seemed to have
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any use for the "living Constitution."

Finally, it is worth noting that at least one

"single issue" dominated a number of the confirmation

hearings. Race as a social and political issue

and also as a constitutional matter was prominent in the

Stewart, Haynsworth, Carswell and Rehnquist hearings. Indeed,

two of the three nominees rejected during this century,

Carswell and Jono J-Parker, were defeated partly because of

racist campaign speeches made during pre-judicial political

careers. The other issue on which Carswell was attacked

was mediocrity, while Parker, an outstanding judge, was

attacked for the constitutional and political dimensions of

a decision he had written upholding an injunction against

violating a "yellow dog" anti-union contract. Rehnquist was

asked about his personal opposition some years earlier to

a local open-housing ordinance and about his activities as

a pollwatcher allegedly discouraging black persons from

voting; he and almost all nominees after 1954 were asked numerous

questions about Brown and its progeny. Thus if Judge O'Connor

were asked about her voting record in the."state legislature

on abortion and related issues, about her position on Roe

v. Wade, and about the relationship between her personal,

political and constitutional views on the abortion issue, it

would hardly be an unprecedented attempt to ferret out discrete

elements of a nominee's "whole lifeview" and "sense, sharp or vague,

of where justice lies in respect of the great questions of his

«- • » Z l ftime.
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